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Abstract 

A transversal is a line that intersects two lines, whereas in intuitionistic 
fuzzy directed hypergraph, the transversal is a hyperedge that 
intersects two or more hyperedges. In this paper, a few properties of 
intuitionistic fuzzy transversals of intuitionistic fuzzy directed 
hypergraphs (IFDHGs) are discussed. Further, properties of 
transversal core, simple IFDHG and fundamental sequence of IFDHG 
are studied. 

1. Introduction 

The notion of graph theory was introduced by Euler in 1736. The theory 
of graphs is an extremely useful tool for solving combinatorial problems in 
different areas such as algebra, number theory, optimization and computer 
science. In order to expand the application base, the notion of graph was 
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generalized to that of a hypergraph, that is, a set of vertices together with a 
collection of its subsets. In 1976, Berge [4] introduced the concepts of graph 
and hypergraph. In [5], the concepts of fuzzy graph and fuzzy hypergraph 
were introduced. Fuzzy graph theory has numerous applications in modern 
science and technology. In 1986, Atanassov [1] introduced the concept of 
intuitionistic fuzzy sets as a generalization of fuzzy sets. Also he [2] 
introduced the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy relations and defined 
intuitionistic fuzzy six types of Cartesian products. Intuitionistic fuzzy graph 
and intuitionistic fuzzy hypergraph (IFHG) were introduced in [6, 7]. 
Hypergraphs have vast applications in system analysis, data structures, 
circuit clustering and pattern recognition. In mathematics and computer 
science, hypergraphs also arise some problems, including circuit layout, 
Boolean satisfiability, numerical linear algebra. Directed fuzzy hypergraphs 
are generalization of both crisp directed hypergraphs and directed fuzzy 
graphs. In [8], intuitionistic fuzzy directed hypergraphs have been discussed. 
In [16] transversals of intuitionistic fuzzy directed hypergraphs (IFDHGs) 
and minimal transversals of IFDHG were introduced. Thus, the authors got 
motivated to study the properties of transversals of intuitionistic fuzzy 
directed hypergraph. In this paper, properties of transversals of intuitionistic 
fuzzy directed hypergraphs (TIFDHGs) are studied. 

2. Notations 

 ( )EVH ,=  Intuitionistic fuzzy directed hypergraph with vertex 

set V and edge set E 

 ( )Hh  Height of H 

 ( )HF  Fundamental sequence of H 

 ( )HC  Core set of H 

 ( )HI  Induced fundamental sequence of H 

 ( )ii srH ,  ( )ii sr , -level of H 
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 ( )ii sr ,  Membership and non-membership values of edges 

 ( )HTr  Intuitionistic fuzzy transversals (IFT) of H 

 AV  Set of vertices in a hyperedge A 

3. Preliminaries 

In this section, basic definitions relating to intuitionistic fuzzy sets, 
intuitionistic fuzzy hypergraphs and IFDHGs are dealt with. 

Definition 3.1 [1]. Let a set E be fixed. An intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) V 
in E is an object of the form ( ) ( ){ },,, EvvvvV iiiiii ∈νμ=  where the 

function [ ]1,0: →μ Ei  and [ ]1,0: →ν Ei  determine the degree of 

membership and the degree of non-membership of the element ,Evi ∈  

respectively and for every ( ) ( ) .10, ≤ν+μ≤∈ iiiii vvEv  

Definition 3.2 [7]. An intuitionistic fuzzy hypergraph (IFHG) is an 
ordered pair ( ),, EVH =  where 

  (i) { }nvvvV ...,,, 21=  is a finite set of intuitionistic fuzzy vertices, 

 (ii) { }mEEEE ...,,, 21=  is a family of crisp subsets of V, 

(iii) {( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( ) 0,:,, ≥νμνμ= ijijjjijij vvvvvE  and ( ) ( )ijij xx ν+μ  

} ,...,,2,1,1 mj =≤  

(iv) ,...,,2,1, mjE j =φ≠  

 (v) ( )U j j mjVEsupp ....,,2,1, ==  

Here, the hyperedges jE  are crisp sets of intuitionistic fuzzy vertices, ( )ij vμ  

and ( )ij vν  denote the degrees of membership and non-membership of vertex 

iv  to edge .jE  Thus, the elements of the incidence matrix of IFHG are of the 

form ( ( ) ( )).,, jjijij vve νμ  The sets V, E are crisp sets. 
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Notations 

1. Hereafter, ( ) ( )ii vv νμ ,  or simply ii νμ ,  denote the degrees of 

membership and non-membership of the vertex ,Vvi ∈  such that +μ≤ i0  

.1≤νi  

2. ( ) ( )ijij ee νμ ,  or simply ijij νμ ,  denote the degrees of membership 

and non-membership of the edge ( ) ,, VVvv ji ×∈  such that ijij ν+μ≤0  

.1≤  That is, ijμ  and ijν  are the degrees of membership and non-membership 

of ith vertex in jth edge, say .ije  

Note. The support of jE  is defined as ( ) { 0>μ= iij vEsupp  and iν  

}0>  for all ji Ev ∈  and also .EE j ∈  

Definition 3.3 [8]. An intuitionistic fuzzy directed hypergraph (IFDHG) 
H is a pair ( ),, EV  where V is a nonempty set of vertices and E is a set of 

intuitionistic fuzzy hyperarcs; an intuitionistic fuzzy hyperarc EEi ∈  is 

defined as a pair ( ) ( )( ),, ii EhEt  where ( ) ,VEt i ⊂  with ( ) ,∅≠iEt  is its tail, 

and ( ) ( )ii EtVEh −∈  is its head. A vertex sv  is said to be a source vertex 

in H if ( ) ,sEh i ≠  for every .EEi ∈  A vertex dv  is said to be a destination 

vertex in H if ( ),iEtd ≠  for every .EEi ∈  

Definition 3.4 [12]. Let ( )EVH ,=  be an IFDHG. The height of H, is 

defined by 

( ) ( ( ( )) ( ( )))ijijHh νμ= minmax,maxmax  

where ijij νμ ,  are membership and non-membership values of the hyperedge 

,ije  for all mi ...,,2,1=  and ....,,2,1 nj =  

Definition 3.5 [12]. Let ( )EVH ,=  be an intuitionistic fuzzy directed 

hypergraph. Suppose EEE vu ∈,  and ,10 ≤α<  .10 ≤β<  The ( )βα, -

level is defined by 
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 ( )( ) { ( ( )) ( ( )) }.min,max, , β≤να≥μ∈= βαβα
iijiijivu vvVvEE  (1) 

Definition 3.6 [12]. Let ( )EVH ,=  be an intuitionistic fuzzy directed 

hypergraph with ( ) 10 ≤≤ μ Hh  and ( ) .10 ≤≤ ν Hh  Let ( ,,, iiii srsr VH =  

)ii srE ,  be the ( )ii sr , -level intuitionistic fuzzy hypergraph of H. The 

sequence of real numbers { },...,,,;...,,, 2121 nn sssrrr  such that ≤≤ ir0  

( )Hhμ  and ( ),0 Hhsi ν≤≤  satisfying the properties: 

  (i) if 11 ≤α<r  and ,0 1s<β≤  then ,, ∅=βαE  

 (ii) if ,; 11 ++ ≤β≤≤α≤ iiii ssrr  then ,,, ii srEE =βα  

(iii) 11,, ++ iiii srsr EE  

is called the fundamental sequence of H, and is denoted by ( ).HF  

The core set of H is denoted by ( )HC  and is defined by ( ) { ,11, srHHC =  

}....,, ,, 22 nn srsr HH  The corresponding set of ( )ii sr , -level hypergraphs 

nn srsrsr HHH ,,, 2211 ⊂⊂⊂ L  is called the H induced fundamental 
sequence and is denoted by ( ).HI  The ( )nn sr ,  level is called the support 

level of H and the nn srH ,  is called the support of H. 

Definition 3.7 [12]. Suppose ( )EVH ,=  and ( )EVH ′′=′ ,  are 

intuitionistic fuzzy directed hypergraphs, H is called a partial intuitionistic 
fuzzy directed hypergraph of H ′  if ( )( )U .EEEsuppV kk ′∈|=′  The partial 

IFDHG generated by ,E′  and is denoted by .HH ′⊆  Also, HH ′⊂  if 

HH ′⊆  and .HH ′≠  

Definition 3.8 [12]. Let ( )EVH ,=  be an intuitionistic fuzzy directed 

hypergraph. An intuitionistic fuzzy transversal T of H is an intuitionistic 

fuzzy subset of V with the property that ( ) ( )
I ∅≠νμνμ EEEE AT ,,  for each 
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,EA ∈  where ( )ijE μ=μ max  and ( ),min ijE ν=ν  for all mi ...,,2,1=  and 

....,,2,1 nj =  

Definition 3.9 [12]. A minimal intuitionistic fuzzy transversal T for H is 
a transversal of H with the property that any subset iT  of T is not an 

intuitionistic fuzzy transversal of H. 

Theorem 3.1 [12]. If T is an intuitionistic fuzzy transversal of IFDHG 
( ),, EVH =  then ( ) ( )jEhTh ≥  for .EE j ∈  Moreover, if T is minimal 

intuitionistic fuzzy transversal of H, then ( ) ( ( ( )),maxmax ijTh μ=  

( ( ))) ( ).minmax Hhij =ν  

Theorem 3.2 [12]. ( )HTr  is sectionally elementary. 

Theorem 3.3 [12]. For each ( ) 11,, srAHTrA ∈  is a minimal transversal 

of .11, srH  

4. Main Results 

Definition 4.1. Let ( )EVH ,=  be an IFDHG. The intuitionistic fuzzy 

transversal core (IFTC) of H is an IFDHG ( )EVH ′′=′ ,  which satisfies 

  (i) ( ) ( ),minmin HTrHTr =′  

 (ii) ( )U ,min HHTr ′=  

(iii) EE ′\  is exactly the set of vertices of H which does not belong to 

( ),HTr  where E′  is the remaining hyperedge set after removing hyperedges 

which are properly contained in another hyperedge. 

Result. The intuitionistic fuzzy transversal core exists and unique for any 
IFDHG without spikes. The definition does not hold good for IFDHGs with 
spike (an edge with single vertex) hyperedges. 

Example 1. Consider an IFDHG, ( )EVH ,=  with adjacency matrix as 
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below: 

                         1E                2E                3E                4E                5E  

.

1,02.0,2.02.0,2.01,01,0

1,01,02.0,5.02.0,5.02.0,5.0

1,03.0,3.03.0,3.01,01,0

2.0,4.01,02.0,4.02.0,4.01,0

1,01.0,7.01.0,7.01.0,7.01,0

0,9.01,01,00,9.00,9.0

6
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3

2

1
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⎜
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⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛

=

v

v

v

v

v

v

H  

The corresponding graph is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Intuitionistic fuzzy directed hypergraph. 

The adjacency matrix of the IFTC H ′  is given below: 

                                                        2E               3E  

.

2.0,2.01,0

3.0,5.02.0,5.0

3.0,3.01,0

2.0,4.02.0,4.0

1.0,7.01.0,7.0

1,00,9.0
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Figure 2 depicts the graph of .H ′  

 

Figure 2. Transversal core of IFDHG. 

Here 

  (i) ( ) { } { } { }{ } ( ),min,,,,,min 614121 HTrvvvvvvHTr ′==  

 (ii) { } { } { }{ } ,,,,,, 614121U Hvvvvvv ′=  

(iii) { } HEEEE ∈=′ 32,\  but not in ( ).HTr  

Theorem 4.1. Let ( )EVH ,=  be an IFDHG. Then, the following 

statements are equivalent: 

  (i) T is an IFT of H. 

 (ii) ,,, ∅≠iiii srsr AT I  for each intuitionistic fuzzy hyperedge EA ∈  

and each ( )ii sr ,  with ( ) ( ),0,0 HhsHhr ii νμ ≤<≤<  

(iii) ii srT ,  is an IFT of ,, ii srH  for each ( )ii sr ,  with ,0 α≤< ir  <0  

.β≤is  

Proof. By Definition 3.9, the proof is direct. 

Theorem 4.2. For a simple IFDHG H, ( )( ) .HHTrTr =  

Theorem 4.3. For any IFDHG H, ( )( ) .HHTrTr ⊆  
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Proof. By Definition 4.1, there exists a partial hypergraph H ′  of a simple 
IFDHG H such that ( ) ( ).HTrHTr =′  

By Theorem 4.2, ( )( ) ( )( ) .HHHTrTrHTrTr ⊆′=′=  

Theorem 4.4. Let ( )EVH ,∈  be an IFDHG and suppose ( ).HTrT ∈  

If ( ) ,HTsuppH ⊆⊆′  then there exists an intuitionistic fuzzy hyperedge A 

of H, ( ) Asr ii ∈,  denote the membership and non-membership values of A 

such that 

 (i) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,0, , >== ii sr
ii ThAhsr  

(ii) ( ) ( ) .HAT AhAh =I  

Proof. Suppose that ( ) 10 , ≤< ii srTh  and let E′  be the set of all 

intuitionistic fuzzy hyperedges of H where ( ) ( )iiii srsr Thh ,, ≥τ  for each 

.E′∈τ  

Since ii srT ,  is a transversal of ii srH ,  and ,, ii srTH ⊆′  is nonempty. 

Further, for each ,E′∈τ  ( ) ( ) ( )iiii srsr Thhh ,, ≥τ≥τ  is true. Assume that 

ii srT ,  is the minimal transversal, then for each ( ) ( )ii srThhE ,, >τ′∈τ  and 

there exists HH ≠τ  with ( ) ( ).τττ τ∈ hh TH I  

Define an IFDHG 1H  such that 

( )
( )

( ( ) ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( ) ( ))⎩
⎨
⎧

′=<<

′≠
=

.ifmin,max

,if
,,1

HUThAhAhThAhAh

HUUT
UH

iiii srsr  

 (2) 

Clearly 1H  is an IFT of H and ( ) ( ),,,
1

iiii srsr ThHh <  which contradicts the 

minimality of T. Suppose each E′∈τ  satisfies (i) and also contains an τH  

H≠  with ( ) ( ).τττ τ∈ hh TH I  The process is continued and the argument of 

(i) provides a contradiction which completes the proof. 
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Theorem 4.5. Let ( )EVH ,=  be an IFDHG. Then, there exists ∈T  

( )HTr  with ( ) ,HTsuppH ⊆⊆′  if and only if, for ,EA ∈  which satisfies 

  (i) ( ) ( ),, Ahsr ii =  

 (ii) ( )jj sr , -level cut of ( )Ah ′  is not a subhypergraph of the ( )ii sr , -

level cut of ( ),Ah  for each EA ∈′  with ( ) ( ),AhAh >′  

(iii) the ( )ii sr , -level cut of ( )Ah  does not contain any other edge of 

( ),AhH  where ( )ii sr ,  denote the membership and non-membership values 

of A. 

Proof. Necessary part: 

  (i) Let ( )HTrT ∈  and ( ) .10 , ≤< ii srTh  Condition (i) follows from 

Theorem 4.4. 

 (ii) Assume for each A satisfying (i) there exists an EA ∈′  such that 
( ) ( )AhAh >′  and ( ) ( ),AhAh AA ⊆′ ′  then there exists ,HU ′≠  with ∈U  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )AhAhAhAh TATA II ⊆′ ′′  which contradicts Theorem 4.4. 

(iii) Suppose that for each A satisfying (i) and (ii) there exists EA ∈′  
such that ( ) ( ).AhAh AA ⊂′≠∅  Since ( ) ∅≠′ AhA  and by (ii), we have ( )Ah ′  

( ) ( )., ii srAh ==  

If ( ) ( )Ahsr jj ′=,  and EA ∈′′  such that ( ) ( ) ( ).AhAhAh AAA ⊂′⊂′′≠∅  

Continuing the process the chain must end in finitely many steps so without 
loss of generality assume ( ) ( )., Ahsr ii <  But, there exists HU ′≠  such that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,AhAhAhAh TATAU II ⊆′∈  which contradicts Theorem 4.4. 

Sufficient part: 

Let EA ∈  satisfy the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). By condition (i), ( )Ah  

( )ii sr ,=  for some member of fundamental sequence. By condition (ii) and 
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(iii), there exists ( ) ( )AhAh AAU \′′∈  for each EA ∈′  such that AA ≠′  and 

( ) ( ).AhAh ≥′  Let AV  be the set of all vertices of H, such that ( )AhA AV I  

.∅=  

Construct the initial sequence of transversals Vt ⊆τ  for each t, t≤1  

i<  and .iAi VV U⊆τ  Clearly, ,iiV τ∈  for each i. Continuing the process 

it leads to a minimal IFT T with ( ) ( ) ( )., , ii sr
ii ThAhsr ==  

Theorem 4.6. Let ( )EVH ,=  be an IFDHG with ( ) { ;...,,, 21 nrrrHF =  

},...,,, 21 nsss  such that ( )Hhri μ≤≤0  and ( ).0 Hhsi ν≤≤  Also, ii srH ,  

be the elementary IFDHG containing A′  if and only if ( ) ( )ii srAh ,=′  and 

( )Asupp ′  is an edge of ., ii srH  Then ( )( )HTrTr  is a partial IFDHG of 

., ii srH  

Proof. By Theorem 3.3 and by construction of minimal transversal, the 

( )ii sr , -level hypergraph of ( )HTr  is ( )., ii srHTr  That is ( )( ) =ii srHTr ,  

( )., ii srHTr  Let ( )( ).HTrTr∈τ  By Theorem 4.4, ( )( ) 0>τ iVh  implies         

there exists ( )HTrT ∈  with ( )( ) ( ).ThVh i =τ  By Theorem 3.1, ( ) =Th  

( ( ( )) ( ( ))) ( )Hhijij =νμ minmax,maxmax  for each minimal transversal T. 

Hence τ is elementary with height ( )., ii sr  Since ( ) ,supp , ii srτ=τ  Theorem 

3.3 implies ( )τsupp  is a minimal IFT of ( )( ) ., ii srHTr  By Corollary 4.3, 

( )τsupp  is an edge of ,, ii srH  hence τ is an edge of ., ii srH  

Theorem 4.7. Let ( )EVH ,=  be an IFDHG with ii srH ,  is simple. Then 

( )( ) ., ii srHHTrTr =  

Proof. By Theorem 4.6, ( )( ) ., ii srHHTrTr ⊆  Let τ be elementary with 

( ) ( )ii srh ,=τ  and ( ) .supp , ii srH∈τ  By Theorem 4.6, ( )τsupp  is a minimal 
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IFT of ( )( ) ., ii srHTr  Since each minimal IFT of ( )HTr  is elementary, by 

algorithm of minimal IFT the process terminates at ( )ii sr , -level and ∈τ  

( )( ).HTrTr  

Hence ( )( )HTrTrH ii sr ⊆,  which implies ( )( )., HTrTrH ii sr =  

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, the properties of transversals of intuitionistic fuzzy directed 
hypergraphs are discussed. Also, transversal core of intuitionistic fuzzy 
directed hypergraph is defined. It is interesting to note that the intuitionistic 
fuzzy transversal core exists only for non-spike intuitionistic fuzzy directed 
hypergraphs. There is abundant scope for future research on this topic. 
Further, the authors proposed to work on its applications in coloring of 
intuitionistic fuzzy directed hypergraphs. 
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